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Stretchable broadband photo-sensor sheets 
for nonsampling, source-free, and label-free chemical 
monitoring by simple deformable wrapping
Kou Li1,2†, Teppei Araki3†, Ryogo Utaki1,2, Yu Tokumoto1,2, Meiling Sun1,2, Satsuki Yasui1,2, 
Naoko Kurihira3, Yuko Kasai3, Daichi Suzuki4, Ruben Marteijn5, Jaap M.J. den Toonder5, 
Tsuyoshi Sekitani3*, Yukio Kawano1,2,6,7*

Chemical monitoring communicates diverse environmental information from industrial and biological processes. 
However, promising and sustainable systems and associated inspection devices that dynamically enable on-site 
quality monitoring of target chemicals confined inside transformable and opaque channels are yet to be investi-
gated. This paper designs stretchable photo-sensor patch sheets for nonsampling, source-free, and label-free 
on-site dynamic chemical monitoring of liquids flowing inside soft tubes via simple deformable surface wrapping. 
The device integrates carbon nanotube–based broadband photo-absorbent thin films with multilayer-laminated 
stretchable electrodes and substrates. The patterned rigid-soft structure of the proposed device provides durability 
and optical stability against mechanical deformations with a stretchability range of 70 to 280%, enabling shape- 
conformable attachments to transformable objects. The effective use of omnidirectional and transparent black-
body radiation from free-form targets themselves allows compact measurement configuration and enhances the 
functionality and simplicity of this scheme, while the presenting technology monitors concentrations of arbitrary 
water-soluble chemicals.

INTRODUCTION
Chemical monitoring continuously collects diverse environmental 
information (1) and can anticipate future events based on changes 
in the obtained signals (2). Abnormality inspections in industrial 
equipment (3, 4), wastewater treatment (5), and food or beverage 
productions (6, 7) have been performed by involving the quantita-
tive evaluation of specific chemicals or identifying contaminants. 
Biofluid monitoring also facilitates a variety of applications (8–10). 
To enrich these potentials, promising monitoring methods should 
be developed. In particular, nonsampling and label-free configura-
tions for on-site chemical testing and transparency against containers 
and stretchability for adapting dynamic conditions of even opaque 
transformable packaging are all essential on monitoring systems 
and devices.

Numerous chemical monitoring strategies include centrifugation 
measurements (11), reagent reaction observations (12), biomarker 
tests (13), and secrete biofluid monitoring (14). However, these 
schemes require invasive sampling or labeling of chemicals, thus 

hindering target-friendly operations. The above methods statically 
function where targets are examined within testing device packaging, 
rather than natural behaviors, being a bottleneck toward practical 
on-site use. To eliminate these disadvantages, photo-sensing tech-
niques that do not require sampling and enable label-free chemical 
monitoring have been developed. Some well-established methods 
include ultraviolet (UV) or visible-light fluorescence (15) and 
absorbance (16) measurements for organic pollutant detection, oil 
content sensing, and carcinogenic polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon 
testing. However, despite their nonsampling and label-free charac-
teristics, the low transparency of UV–visible-light irradiation in 
opaque containers such as plastic and silicon makes nondestructive 
inspections difficult. Therefore, terahertz (THz) and infrared (IR) 
blackbody radiation (BBR) based on Planck’s law from chemicals 
themselves should be effectively used for nonsampling and label-free 
monitoring of the targets inside opaque flow channels. Chemicals 
often exist in a dissolved state in liquids, and liquid samples generally 
absorb THz and IR irradiation (17), hindering opportunities for 
their fundamental transmissive or reflective photo-sensing mea-
surements because of signal shortage. On the other hand, passive 
sensing associated with BBR, where the targets themselves behave 
as photo-sources, can mitigate the aforementioned limitation. Simul-
taneously, BBR-based passive THz-IR chemical monitoring permits 
compact measurement systems without the need for external 
photo-sources and associated optical systems.

To this end, operations under broad THz-IR radiation at room 
temperature and mechanically stretchable device configurations are 
essential for photo-detectors. Broadband operation facilitates the 
effective detection of BBR across wide frequency bands. Uncooled 
photo-sensing systems, which are free from bulky cooling equip-
ment, are indispensable for mobile use. Bolometers (18) and other 
solid-state semiconductor photo-detectors (19) allow uncooled 
broadband THz-IR detection. However, their rigid unbendable 
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structures restrict measurement configurations such as the shape 
and size of liquid flow channels and containers. Three-dimensional 
(3D) curvilinear cylinders often used for liquid flow channels 
present blind areas for rigid sensors, degrading the measurement 
accuracy. On the other hand, flexible uncooled broadband THz-IR 
detectors can be attached to arbitrarily structured outer surfaces 
(20). The flexible detector therefore enables omnidirectional BBR 
detection of 3D objects such as a spirally wrapped heat pipe (21) 
and a man’s hand (22). Moreover, mechanically stretchable photo- 
detectors are suitable for transformable soft outer surfaces that are 
dynamically modulated by inherent liquid fluidity, including medi-
cal rubber tubes and bellow hoses. Nevertheless, stretchable un-
cooled broadband THz-IR detectors have yet to be fully designed 
and implemented, and corresponding BBR-based on-site dynamic 
monitoring of in-liquid chemicals has not been presented as well.

Here, this paper designs stretchable and freely deformable 
broadband photo-sensor patch sheets (Fig. 1, A and B) and demon-
strates nondestructive and nonsampling, photo-source–free, and 
label-free passive on-site dynamic monitoring of in-liquid chemical 
substances by simply wrapping the outer surface of the fluid 
channel (Fig. 1C). The sensor channel consists of carbon nanotube 
(CNT) network–based photo-thermoelectric (PTE) thin films and 
is well capable of uncooled broadband THz-IR detection. The 
device integrates CNT film channels with multilayer-laminated 

stretchable electrodes and substrates. A rigid-soft pattern on the 
device prevents the channel from strain-induced distortion and 
ensures durability and optical stability against mechanical deforma-
tions under a whole device strain range of 70 to 280%. This approach 
allows BBR-based monitoring schemes involving photo-induced 
deformation detection of balloons and 360° around-view imaging 
of concealed 3D liquid flowing inside opaque columns around 
which the patch sheet is firmly wrapped without bulky rotation 
stages. This results in nondestructive and nonsampling, photo- 
source–free, label-free, and passive on-site dynamic concentration 
monitoring of in-liquid chemicals (Table 1). The approach presented 
also advantageously monitors concentrations of arbitrary water- 
soluble chemicals by detecting changes in BBR signals from solvents 
before and after chemical dissolution. The versatility of low-cost 
device printing methods and the simplicity of measurements that 
only require patching the sheet on arbitrary containers can help 
develop mobile easy-to-operate chemical quality assessment plat-
forms available to anyone, not just experts. Potential applications 
include beverage and food quality monitoring. The proposed patch 
sheets can be wrapped outside containers and coating for sugar 
content or temperature monitoring based on the inherent BBR of 
the targets, while external THz-IR irradiation can be applied for 
impurity detection such as water pipes or beverage can inspections 
(20), simultaneously.

Fig. 1. Conceptual diagram of this work. (A) Photographs of the stretchable broadband photo-sensor array sheet. The sheet consists of a flexible CNT film PTE channel, 
elastic readout electrodes, and a PU film substrate (figs. S1 to S4). Scale bar, 3 mm. (B) Simple comparison of mechanical followability between a versatile flexible tape and 
the stretchable PTE sensor sheet against movements of a 3D object. Rubber liquid tubes are wrapped with the flexible tape and the stretchable scanner sheet. Both 
wrapping configurations allow multiview monitoring. On the other hand, the stretchable sheet device wrapping advantageously follows the bending of the tube, while 
the flexible tape is easily peeled off from the tube. This means that the stretchable scanner sheet wrapping configuration enables on-site monitoring of even soft moveable 
target objects. Scale bar, 5 mm. (C) Scheme of the nondestructive and nonsampling, source- and label-free, passive, and on-site dynamic in-liquid chemical photo-monitoring 
by the simple outer surface wrapping. The proposed device is firmly attached to curvilinear liquid transport objects to comprehend the inner solution concentration by 
BBR signal scanning.
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RESULTS
Fundamental device design for a stretchable PTE sensor sheet
Figures S1 (A to D), S2, S3 (A and B), and S4 (A to D) first discuss 
the basics behind the stretchable broadband PTE sensor sheet 
(Fig.  2A), including the operating principle, fabrication process, 
thermal durability and corresponding optical stability, and funda-
mental device structure. The PTE effect governs uncooled broad-
band photo-detection (fig. S1A). The photo-induced heating and 
associated thermal distribution across CNT film channels trigger 
the Seebeck effect. The channel consists of a PN junction as a 
photo-detection interface at the center position (fig. S1B). The liquid 
coating with an N-type chemical carrier dopant on a half-side of 
originally P-type CNT films brings local transition of the positive 
Seebeck coefficients into negative values (fig. S1C; also see the 
“Chemical carrier doping” section in Materials and Methods), 
maximizing the PTE response (fig. S1D). A 1-m-thick flexible 
CNT thin-film photo-absorber, consisting of randomly stacked and 
semiconducting metallic-mixed single-walled CNTs (SWCNTs), 
has served as channel materials for freely bendable broadband 
photo-detectors (22). In this study, the CNT film channel was 
embedded in a stretchable device framework: a supporting substrate 
and a readout electrode. A polyurethane (PU) film with a thickness 
of 8 m would serve as a sealing layer of the channel, and fig. S2 
assures the optical suitability of the PU sealing based on its high 
transparency in broad THz and IR regions. Figure S3 (A and B) 
presents the device fabrication process, and selective suction CNT 
film patterning and inkjet electrode printing allow for flexible 
design of fundamental device characteristics (e.g., size, shape, pitch, 
and element number). Selective suction CNT film patterning and 
stretchable PTE sensor sheet design in Materials and Methods 
respectively describe the corresponding experimental details. The 
thermal durability and associated optical stability of CNT film 
channels were investigated to assure stretchable device packaging 
that requires periodic annealing steps (electrode baking and multi-
layer lamination) up to 100°C. Figure S4 (A to D) maps photo- 
responses of the PN junction–type CNT film PTE sensor for different 
device annealing temperatures. The results present sufficient 
photo-response stability that was maintained with device annealing 
up to 200°C. Although the thermal durability and corresponding 
optical stability of the wet-processed chemical carrier doping on 
SWCNT films (23) used here were previously unclear, the above 

assessment proved that embedding doped channels in the proposed 
device design is available. A partially patterned epoxy resin on the 
rear surface of the PU substrate (figs. S5 and S6), whose location 
corresponds to that of the channel on the front side (Fig. 2, B and C), 
serves as a rigid stiffener. Such partial rigid-soft patterning tech-
nique typically handles mounting of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) 
on PU substrates (24) and so on and is even suitable for the above 
PTE sensor coupling. Figure 2D presents a finite element method 
(FEM) simulation of strain distribution on the stretched PU sub-
strate with the partial epoxy stiffener, indicating that the distortion- 
free behavior was maintained on the stiffened region.

Figure 2E then statistically presents electrical resistance change 
behaviors via device stretching to understand the electrical sta-
bility against mechanical deformations. The change in electrode 
resistance (R/R0) exhibits degradation up to over 10 to 120 times 
increment against 50% strain (fig. S7), where R and R0 correspond 
to the fluctuation and initial value of electrical resistance. Mean-
while, the obtained result indicates that the change in device resis-
tance was suppressed to 6% increment against 50% strain. The 
aforementioned partial rigid-soft patterning contributes to the 
presented electrical stability of the device. The resistance of the CNT 
film channel dominantly accounts for the total device resistance, 
and the initial resistance values of the electrode and channel are 
approximately sub–1 ohm and 1 kilohm, respectively. As men-
tioned earlier, the epoxy stiffener beneath the channel maintains the 
distortion-free state of CNT films, thus avoiding the associated 
significant change in device resistance (25, 26). The epoxy resin 
stiffener on the PU substrate did not peel off and maintained adhe-
sion strength even during 100 cycles of repeated stretching between 
0 and 100% strain and subsequent adhesive tape peel testing. Figures 
S7 to S9 indicate that the use of multilayered PU substrate films 
potentially reduces the degradation of electrode resistance against 
stretching. Figure 2F further demonstrates an influence of the 
rigid-soft patterning for the change in device resistance against 
stretching. The sudden increments of resistance values in the graph 
correspond to device breakages. The obtained result indicates that 
the rigid-soft patterning provides higher stretchability (70% strain) 
for the device compared to that of the unstiffened one (10% strain). 
Here, fig. S10 (A and B) depicts that the device breakage occurred 
at a stiffener boundary of the proposed device and at the channel- 

electrode junction for the unstiffened one.

Table 1. Potential functionality comparison of the demonstrated concept in this work with standard in-liquid chemical testing methods.  

Method Sample Label Transparency Photo-source

This work No need* No need ◎† No need

UV absorption No need No need △‡ Need

UV fluorescence No need No need △‡ Need

Centrifugation Need No need

Reagent reaction No need Need

Biomarker Need Need

Secretory fluid Need No need

*Available for solution concentration monitoring with a single solute by the technology presented here.   †Transparent to nonmetallic opaque 
containers.   ‡Transparent to visible containers.
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Regarding the optical characteristics of the device against me-
chanical deformations, Fig. 2G maps changes in PTE responses and 
resistance with omnidirectional stretching. The obtained result 
advantageously exhibits strain-independent photo-response behav-
iors before device breakages. Here, the device operation mechanism 
of the PTE effect (fig. S1A) and the aforementioned electrical stability 
of the proposed device facilitate this unique phenomenon. The 
change in device resistance governs the noise voltage in photo- 
responses, and the signal intensity of photo-responses is attributed 
to the effective Seebeck coefficient at the photo-detection interface 
and photo-induced thermal gradient across the channel. Owing to 
the zero-bias voltage operation of CNT film PTE sensors (27), the 
device noise voltage can be approximated to the theoretical lower 
limit of the thermal noise (the “Noise equivalent power evaluation” 
section in Materials and Methods describes the corresponding 
details). While the intensity of noise voltages is proportional to R−1, 
the device noise was suppressed to several tens of nanovolts even for 
stretched configurations, as shown in fig. S10C. Here, the presented 

suppression of the change in device resistance against strains with 
the rigid-soft patterning leads to the above noise management. The 
CNT film PTE sensor typically exhibits photo-response voltage sig-
nals ranging from hundreds of microvolts to a few millivolts (20), 
and the aforementioned device design strategy relaxes the mechanical 
deformation–induced degradation of photo-responses. Meanwhile, 
the device breakage caused failures of PTE responses (sudden signal 
reduction in Fig.  2G). Since the CNT film PTE sensor detects 
changes in the open-circuit voltage as photo-responses, the device 
breakage and disconnection induce loss of detection signals. For the 
angle dependence of device stretchability (positions for the sudden 
PTE signal reduction in the horizontal axis of Fig. 2G), the effective 
tension strain along the channel and electrode direction is thought 
to govern the fundamental characteristics. The effective tension 
strain along the device length direction can be estimated by the 
cosine component of the applied force as shown in fig. S11A. Among 
stretching directions from 0° to 90°, the larger the angle becomes, 
the weaker the effective tension strain along the device length 

Fig. 2. Durability and optical stability of the stretchable PTE sensor sheet against mechanical deformations. (A) Schematic of the proposed device. (B) Rigid-soft 
patterning on a PU substrate. FEM simulation of strain distribution represents that (C) a partial epoxy stiffener provides (D) a distortion-free state of the channels. 
(E) Changes in device resistance values against 20 to 70% strains. (F) Changes in resistance values of devices with and without the stiffener against stretching. The evaluated 
devices commonly equip the PU substrate, the transferred channel, and the elastic electrodes. Scale bar, 2 mm. (G) Changes in PTE responses of the device under external 
NIR ( = 870 nm) irradiation and device resistance values against omnidirectional stretching. The observed changes in both signals clarified the stability of (H) the photo- 
detection sensitivity of the device against omnidirectional stretching. (I) Changes in PTE responses of the device under external NIR irradiation and device resistance 
values against repetitive stretching (50% strain in 0° direction). The evaluated devices consist of the PU substrate, the epoxy stiffener, the transferred channel, and the 
elastic electrodes (E, G, and I). The observed changes in both signals clarified the stability of (J) the NEP values of the device against repetitive stretching.
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direction becomes. Relatedly, the device exhibits higher stretchabil-
ity for larger stretching angles, as shown in fig. S11B. As the stretch-
ing direction approaches 90°, a compressive force is applied to 
the electrode. Against the buckling and wrinkling that occur in the 
thin-film substrate due to compression, the resistance fluctuation of 
the electrode is small. As a result, the electrode resistance does not 
affect the device performance and contributed to the stable photo- 
response up to 280% strain.

Figure  2H finally evaluates the optical stability of the device 
against mechanical deformations, from the viewpoint of changes in 
the noise equivalent power (NEP), which was used in a photo- 
detection sensitivity index for the CNT film PTE sensor. As NEP 
values are proportional to R1/2V−1 (V: photo-response voltage 
signals; the “Noise equivalent power evaluation” section in Materi-
als and Methods describes the corresponding details), the obtained 
distribution of each parameter in Fig. 2G clarified the change in 
NEP values. The graph indicates the change in NEP values of the 
device before device breakage was suppressed to at most 20% degra-
dation against omnidirectional stretching. Regarding the device 
durability, Fig. 2I maps changes in PTE responses and resistance of 
the device against repetitive stretching (50%) up to 100 cycles. Figure 2J 
further evaluates the NEP stability against the above deformations 
and infers changes in photo-detection sensitivities that were sup-
pressed within 10%. To sum up these, the proposed device exhibits 
stability and durability in terms of the photo-detection sensitivity as 
follows: inherent flexibility including CNT film channels, within 
20% degradation for omnidirectional stretching (up to 70% strain at 
0°, up to 90% strain at 30°, 110% strain at 60°, and more than 280% 
strain at 90°), and within 10% change against 100 times repetitive 
50% strain stretching. Furthermore, fig. S12 demonstrates device 
durability against repetitive crumpling, and fig. S13 briefly and 

schematically depicts experimental setups for the above device 
characterizations.

Demonstrations of shape-conformable wrapping passive 
photo-monitoring of transformable objects
The aforementioned fundamental device characteristics revealed the 
proposed stretchable PTE sensor sheet that independently monitors 
objects from their shape, size, and even motions. Figure 3 demon-
strates simple shape-conformable photo-monitoring with the 
device serving the above purpose. The device was firmly wrapped 
around a balloon tube, which can be controlled by a manual pump 
(Fig. 3, A and B). In addition, other types of CNT film PTE sensors 
with device structures shown in Fig. 3C were also attached to the 
balloons. Figure  3D continuously maps PTE responses of the 
proposed device (type A), and balloon expansion was passively 
detected by monitoring the associated local BBR intensity enhance-
ment. The typical Gough-Joule effect governs this phenomenon 
where surface temperatures of the balloon were increased by rubber 
strains (from 23.6°C as the original state to 24.9°C as the expanded 
state). As the temperature of the target objects principally deter-
mines the BBR intensity from targets themselves based on Planck’s 
radiation law, passive PTE responses of the device differ in response 
to balloon movements (Fig. 3E). These results demonstrate passive 
photo-monitoring–based simple deformation detection with a 
compact configuration where the device is just firmly wrapped around 
transformable objects. Meanwhile, Fig. 3F clarifies that attaching other 
device configurations (types B to D of Fig. 3C) results in disconnec-
tions with device stretching induced by the balloon expansion. 
Here, type B only exhibits flexibility on the channel, type C lacks 
stretchability on the channel, and type D has fragile electrodes, 
inferring the advantageous functionality of the proposed device.

Fig. 3. Demonstrations of shape-conformable wrapping photo-monitoring of balloon movements. This work demonstrates BBR-induced, external source–free 
passive deformation detection of a balloon tube. (A) Photographs of the balloon tube and its expansion. (B) Photographs of the stretchable PTE sensor sheet, which 
firmly attaches to the target balloon via adhesive cream. BBR signals from the balloon itself were continuously observed by the proposed device as passive PTE responses. 
The outer surface temperature of the balloon was respectively measured at 23.6° and 24.9°C for original and expansion states, and this can be explained by the typical 
Gough-Joule effect. (C) To assess the significance of the presented device stretchability, other types of CNT film PTE sensors were also used. Here, type A exhibits stretchability 
on both the substrate and electrode, while a paper membrane substrate only obtains flexibility and a Ag paste electrode shows neither. (D) Change in BBR-induced 
passive PTE responses owing to the balloon expansion obtained by the proposed device (type A). (E) The observed passive response change was associated with the 
surface temperature increment during balloon expansion. (F) BBR-induced passive responses of the remaining three types of devices (C), wrapped around the balloon. 
Device breakages caused by balloon expansion were observed in each case, inferring an advantage of stretchability on both the substrate and electrode.
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Multipixel integration for the photo-detection  
sensitivity enhancement
The photo-detection sensitivity enhancement also needs to be 
addressed as an important step toward promoting shape-conformable 
BBR-based passive photo-monitoring techniques. Specifically, ex-
tremely sensitive uncooled (NEP) values of sub–5 pWHz−1/2 have 
been reported for advanced solid-state THz-IR photo-detectors 
(28–30). These overcome the technical challenge for the passive 
photo-monitoring caused by the weaker intensity of BBR than that 
of external photo-sources (31). In contrast, the uncooled NEP value 
of our existing PN junction–type CNT film PTE sensor still remains 
over 30 pWHz−1/2 (32), underscoring an urgent need for the 
photo-detection sensitivity enhancement. To tackle this, a series 
multipixel integration of PN junction–type CNT films (fig. S14) was 
designed. Figure  4A schematically describes the structure of the 
proposed multipixel integration, and the channel region consists of 
10 pixels of 100-m-width CNT films. Respective P- and N-type 
regions were arranged to connect to each other alternatively and 
consecutively via electrode relay points, and a 10-PN junction, 
which was arrayed in the pixel integration direction, corresponds to 
the photo-detection interface (Fig. 4, B to D, and fig. S15, A and B). 
The series multi-PN-pixel combination, inspired by the heat con-
duction model of multipixel TE generator modules (33), was designed 
by UV laser processing and selective suction CNT film patterning, 
effectively improving photo-detection area efficiencies. Hence, up 
to 10-fold simulation and experimental PTE response enhancements 
were performed (Fig. 4E and fig. S15C). A minimum NEP value of 
the proposed device structure, under uncooled nonvacuum photo- 
detection in broad IR regions, reached sub–5 pWHz−1/2 [3.87 pWHz−1/2 

in  = 10.3 m (V = 12 mV, PEff = 256 nW per channel, beam 
spot: 20-mmφ-collimated), 4.5 pWHz−1/2 in  = 4.33 m (V = 10.4 mV, 
PEff = 260 nW/ch, beam spot: 5-mmφ-collimated), and 8.68 pWHz−1/2 
in  = 870 nm (V = 3.22 mV, PEff = 155 nW/ch, beam spot: 
5-mmφ-collimated), for the device with the resistance of 20 kilohms], 
which is comparable with those of the aforementioned solid-state 
photo-detectors. Here, the total channel length and width of the 
device presented are respectively 3 and 1 mm (100 m width/ch × 10), 
and D* values in broad IR regions are shown in fig. S16. Consider-
ing the mechanical-optical stability shown in this work earlier 
(within 20% degradation with omnidirectional strains; Fig. 2H), 
the proposed device exhibits photo-detection sensitivities for even 
stretched conditions (up to 11 pWHz−1/2) comparable with those of 
existing rigid detectors, such as 20 pWHz−1/2 of the Micro Electro 
Mechanical Systems (MEMS) bolometer (18).

Figure 4F and fig. S17A then demonstrate transmissive THz 
imaging measurements using the proposed device with different 
numbers of pixel integrations (single-pixel and 10-pixel integration). 
A metallic clip, concealed on an opaque silicon board, was non-
destructively identified by detecting locally attenuated transmission 
signals corresponding to its shape and location. Moreover, the 
results indicate that the series multipixel integration exhibits a higher 
intensity of photo-response signal attenuation at the location of the 
targets, resulting in more vivid visualizations. In addition, another 
THz imaging demonstrations under device stretching (fig. S17B) 
were performed. A metallic washer, concealed on the board as 
shown in Fig. 4G, was visualized in line with the above cases of the clip, 
and the device properly captured PTE images before disconnection 
(Fig. 4H). Specifically, changes in PTE image quality with different 

Fig. 4. Series multipixel integration of CNT film channels and its PTE imaging performances. (A) Schematic of the series multi-PN-pixel integration. CNT films were 
precisely confined and arrayed via the UV laser processing and selective suction filtration process (fig. S14), as described in the “Selective suction CNT film patterning” 
section in Materials and Methods. (B and C) Simulated device behaviors of the photo-induced steady-state thermal distribution and TE conversion on the proposed integrated 
channel (D). Figure S15 and the “FEM simulation of steady-state thermal distribution” and “FEM simulation of TE conversion” sections in Materials and Methods describe 
the corresponding detailed simulation conditions. (E) Changes in PTE responses of CNT film PTE sensors with different number of the series pixel integration under external 
FIR ( = 10.3 m) irradiation. The final photo-detection sensitivities at the broad IR regions of the proposed device are shown in fig. S16. The device was covered with a 
thin metallic slit film; thus, the external collimated light irradiation was confined to the PN junction array–based photo-detection interface. (F) Nondestructive transmissive 
THz ( = 577 m) imaging of a concealed metallic clip obtained by CNT film PTE sensors with different number of the series pixel integration. (G) Nondestructive transmissive 
THz imaging of a concealed metallic washer with different strain magnitudes on the proposed device (H). Figure S17 and the “Single-pixel XY imaging” section in Materials 
and Methods describe the corresponding detailed experimental conditions.
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strain intensities similarly tend to the earlier mechanical device 
characterization (Fig. 2G). The “Single-pixel XY imaging” section in 
Materials and Methods describes the corresponding experimental 
details. The pixel integration and the associated larger channel size 
than that of the single-pixel structure generally cause spatial resolu-
tion degradation for imaging measurements, as long as the used 
wavelength is smaller than the channel size. However, techniques of 
fine processing and integration of multiple pixels would relax the 
above problem by managing the total channel width of the integrated 
structure to be adjusted within the channel width of the original 
single-pixel device. In this work, the minimum processing resolu-
tion of a UV laser being used for patterning fabrication of CNT 
filtration masks is 10 m. Therefore, designing a 10-pixel-integrated 
structure consisting of a channel array with width and pitch within 
25 m each could manage the total channel width within the origi-
nal single-pixel device width of 500 m. The results here also infer 
further functionalization (i.e., stretchability) on existing flexible 

broadband photo-imagers. The uniqueness of sensitive broadband 
photo-detection ranging from the sub-THz (20) to the near-IR 
(NIR) regions promoted the field of stretchable photo-detectors, 
where characterizations of elastic narrowband-absorbent materials 
have mainly been performed (34–36).

BBR-based passive sensing and around-view imaging 
of liquids by sensor sheet wrapping
By making the most of the presented device characteristics, 
Fig. 5 (A to C) first demonstrates simple liquid monitoring. Figure 5A 
briefly and schematically presents the setup of liquid temperature 
monitoring measurements. The proposed stretchable PTE sensor 
sheet was firmly patched onto the outer surface of an opaque 
polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe. Figure 5B continuously maps PTE 
responses of the device, and cold (10°C) and hot (50°C) water flowing 
inside the PVC pipe were passively detected by monitoring 
the associated local BBR intensity changes. The above sensing was 

Fig. 5. BBR-based passive on-site dynamic photo-monitoring of the fundamental liquid properties by sensor sheet wrapping. (A) Simple experimental setup for 
monitoring the (B) temperature, (C) viscosity, and (D) position for liquids flowing inside an opaque pipe. Here, a device with a 10-pixel PTE sensor array was used (D). The 
device flexibility further enables compact 360° around-view imaging. This work demonstrates 3D imaging of the liquid flowing based on BBR sensing. (E) Photographs of 
a portable 360° around-view PTE imager. The “3D imaging” section in Materials and Methods describes the corresponding experimental details. Here, a 36-pixel PTE 
sensor array sheet based on CNT film channels is attached inside an aperture of a 3D-printed module. (F) Photograph of a monitoring target being scanned by the 360° 
imager. (G) Photographs of the monitoring target. The target consists of three layers: an opaque outer cylinder shell, an inner column, and a soft rubber liquid circulation 
tube between them, which spirally attaches to the inner column. The outer shell and the inner column were respectively prepared by a 3D printer, and the “3D imaging” 
section in Materials and Methods describes the corresponding experimental details. (H) PTE image obtained by the 360° around-view monitoring of the target column. 
(I) 3D PTE image reconstruction of the target column.
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performed in a nondestructive manner where BBR passed through 
a wall of the opaque PVC pipe. The room temperature outside the 
target pipe was maintained at a constant 22°C. Changes in passive 
PTE responses of the device corresponding to the BBR intensity 
were in good agreement with that of temperatures of cold and hot 
water relative to the outside room temperature (VHot/VCool = 2.2, 
THot-Out/TOut-Cool = 2.3; V, photo-response; T, temperature). The 
response time given an adequate experimental setup would poten-
tially be accelerated to be a few milliseconds, corresponding to 
the device time constant against active photo-irradiation (fig. S18). 
Figure 5C further demonstrates flowing liquid viscosity monitoring. 
Both normal water and dilatant fluid were prepared at the same 
liquid temperature (50°C) and poured in the PVC pipe, respectively. 
The result passively detects the liquid flowing speed by mapping 
time-varying waveforms of the changes in BBR-induced PTE sig-
nals of the device. These assessments represent that the proposed 
device allows understanding the fundamental physical properties of 
concealed target liquids (e.g., temperature and viscosity) with 
passive photo-monitoring–based simple experimental configurations 
without using external sources.

Meanwhile, the presented device wrapping approach facilitates 
multi–viewing angle imaging and the associated optical information 
acquisition from multiple points of 3D target objects. Figure 5D and 
fig. S19A first visualized liquid flow positions inside the PVC pipe 
in a multi–viewing angle. As fig. S19B briefly depicts a sectional 
scheme of the experimental setup, a device with a 10-pixel PTE sen-
sor array was firmly wrapped around the pipe. The liquid flowing at 
different positions can be collectively captured by comprehensively 
detecting the associated BBR from the liquids with each device pixel 
in a 120° viewing angle. Figure S19C introduces a possible use with 
the device wrapping. The “Multipixel PTE signal readout” section 
in Materials and Methods describes the corresponding experimen-
tal details. Furthermore, Fig. 5 (E to I) demonstrates compact 360° 
around-view imaging of 3D objects without using bulky rotation 
stages. Here, a portable 360° around-view PTE imager consisting of 
a 36-pixel CNT film channel array was fabricated (Fig. 5E), and a 
supporting module of the imager was prepared by using a 3D printer. 
An opaque column, inside which a spirally wrapped soft rubber liquid 
circulation tube was concealed, was the target, and its entire outer 
surface was covered with the imager as shown in Fig. 5 (F and G). 
The target was inserted into the module, and then a linear scan 
movement of the device resulted in obtaining a 360° around-view 
PTE image. The obtained image comprehensively visualizes the liquid 
circulation (40°C), which was confined inside the tube, based on 
locally enhanced BBR-induced passive PTE responses of each de-
vice pixel corresponding to the location of the liquid. Figure 5I 
finally reconstructs a 3D image of the concealed target liquid circu-
lation by combining the 360° PTE image and spatial coordinate of 
each pixel in a nondestructive and external source–free manner. 
Figure S20 demonstrates that BBR-induced PTE conversion originat-
ing from the liquid dominantly accounts for the total device response 
compared to that from the external experimental environment. The 
“3D imaging” section in Materials and Methods describes the corre-
sponding experimental details.

On-site dynamic passive in-liquid chemical  
photo-monitoring by sensor sheet wrapping
By incorporating previous efforts in this work, Fig. 6 (A to I) finally 
demonstrates simple nonsampling, source-free, and label-free on-site 

dynamic passive photo-monitoring of in-liquid chemicals. Figure 6 
(A and B) briefly depicts the concept and setup of the measure-
ments. The proposed stretchable PTE sensor sheet was wrapped 
around a soft rubber tube of a thermostatic liquid circulation 
system (fig. S21), and chemical substances were dissolved in a 40°C 
purified water solvent. The room temperature outside the tube was 
maintained at a constant 22°C. Figure S22 presents passive photo- 
response change behaviors of the device during chemical dissolution. 
The obtained results indicate that the chemical dissolution triggers 
reductions in BBR-induced passive PTE response of the device. The 
obtained result also presents the above phenomenon that properly 
occurred by using both experimental setups with a rigid device 
configuration (optical path length: 1 mm to the tube) and the direct 
device wrapping configuration. Results in Fig.  6C and fig. S23 
further depict that the higher concentrations of in-liquid chemicals 
induced larger magnitudes of the device photo-response reduction. 
In other words, the solution concentration potentially governs the 
BBR intensity from the solvents and associated passive PTE re-
sponses of the device. Here, fig. S24A demonstrates a spectral 
analysis and clarified higher photo-absorption in broad IR regions 
with in-liquid chemicals under higher solution concentration. This 
spectral measurement was performed by using the attenuated total 
reflection (ATR) function [Fourier transform IR (FTIR) spectroscopy], 
and the purified water (solvent of target chemicals) was measured 
as the reference to extract photo-absorption with in-liquid chemi-
cals themselves. Owing to the constant liquid temperature, in-liquid 
chemicals locally absorb BBR from the solvent, resulting in reduc-
tions of the BBR intensity to be detected by the device and differing 
reduction magnitudes depending on solution concentrations. 
Figure S24B then compares the device photo-response behavior 
and spectral estimation under changing concentrations of in-liquid 
chemicals. The change in reduction values of BBR-induced passive 
PTE responses of the device and integral values of the spectral photo- 
absorptance with in-liquid chemicals exhibit good agreement for 
different solution concentrations. Here, integral values of the spec-
tral photo-absorbance were used as a comparison index for validat-
ing device performances owing to the broadband operation of the 
CNT film PTE sensor. To sum up these, the proposed device wrapping 
strategy enables on-site dynamic solution concentration monitoring 
as shown in Fig. 6D. The detectable concentration in this work 
finally ranges from 50 to 20,000 mg/dl, e.g., glucose solution, and 
these potentially satisfy sensitivity requirements for diverse applica-
tions including diabetes diagnoses (37) and plant or fruit sugar con-
tent measurements (38). Simultaneously, Fig. 6E demonstrates 360° 
around-view visualization of changes in the solution concentration. 
This was inspired by the efforts in Fig. 5 (E to I) and achieved by 
continuously monitoring the local absorption change of BBR from 
the solvent with in-liquid chemicals for different concentrations in 
a 360° around-view point. These imaging applications potentially 
ease the understanding of chemical reactions at multiple points in a 
large area of 3D environments.

Meanwhile, Fig. 6 (F to I) validates the accuracy of the presented 
technology from another viewpoint of solution types (glucose solu-
tion and tannic solution). The operating conditions, such as the 
room temperature (constant 22°C), liquid temperature (constant 
40°C), and solution concentration (333 mg/dl), were set to be the 
same for both targets. For the spectral analysis, each parameter 
involved in experimental measurements was examined by the 
ATR-FTIR as follows: the theoretical value of the BBR intensity at a 
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temperature of 40°C (IBBR, derived from Planck’s radiation law; fig. 
S25A), transmittance of a low-pass filter (tLow, black polyethylene; 
fig. S25B), the soft liquid circulation tube (tTube; fig. S25C), the PU 
sealing layer (tSeal, derived from fig. S2), and photo-absorptance 
of the CNT film channel (ACNT; fig. S25D). The practical BBR 
and photo-detection spectrum can be respectively expressed by 
IBBR × tLow (IEff-BBR; Fig. 6F) and IEff-BBR × tTube × tSeal × ACNT (VEff; 
fig. S25E). Furthermore, together with photo-absorptance of 
333 mg/dl concentration in-liquid glucose and tannic (AGlu and ATan; 
Fig. 6G), spectral estimation of the BBR absorption from the solvent 
with both in-liquid chemicals can be obtained (vEff-Glu: VEff × AGlu 
and vEff-Tan: VEff × ATan; Fig. 6H). The ratio of vEff-Glu to vEff-Tan 
was calculated to be 2.4, inferring that the glucose dissolution causes a 
higher reduction in BBR-induced passive PTE responses than that 
by the tannic dissolution. Simultaneously, experimental monitoring 
on both solutions was performed (Fig. 6I), and the reduction mag-
nitude ratio of device photo-responses for the glucose solution to that 
for the tannic solution was calculated to be 2.9. The experimental 

tendency was certainly aligned with the spectral estimation, and 
these assessments help understand specific behaviors of in-liquid 
chemicals for the BBR-based passive photo-monitoring scheme 
depending on types of chemicals. The above assessments represent 
the spectral simulation for the BBR-based passive in-liquid chemical 
monitoring to validate the performances of the actual device mea-
surements. Each necessary spectrum was obtained by FTIR mea-
surements in advance to the actual device monitoring, including the 
reference absorption of the CNT film channel and the target in-liquid 
chemicals. To complete even such spectral evaluations by the device 
itself, and further bring selectivity for the target in-liquid chemicals, 
the future integration of the deformable PTE sensor and stretchable 
broadband tunable filter would greatly contribute to this issue. 
Figure S26 briefly describes the above condition.

To sum up these, fig. S27 represents the simple conceptual dia-
gram of the passive in-liquid measurements. The presented tech-
nology effectively uses the broad IR radiation naturally originating 
from liquid solvents, local photo-absorption by in-liquid chemical 

Fig. 6. BBR-based, nonsampling, and label-free passive on-site dynamic photo-monitoring of in-liquid chemical concentrations. (A and B) Schematics of the 
concept and measurement setups. (C) Changes in BBR-induced passive responses of the proposed device with different amounts of glucose powder dissolution. 
(D) Changes in BBR-induced passive PTE responses of the device versus glucose solution concentrations with a range of 50 to 500 mg/dl. Glucose powder was dissolved 
in 1 dl of the purified water solvent, 50 mg each, for a total of 10 times. (E) Comparison in PTE images of concealed 3D liquid flowing obtained by the portable 360° around-view 
imager (Fig. 5, E to I) for different amounts of chemical dissolution. (F) Spectral graph of the effective BBR intensity from the circulating solvent water at a constant 
temperature of 40°C. (G) Spectral graph comparing photo-absorptance values of in-liquid glucose and tannic at the same concentration. (H) Spectral graph comparing 
magnitudes of BBR absorption on in-liquid glucose and tannic at the same concentration. (I) Changes in BBR-induced passive PTE responses of the proposed device with 
glucose and tannic dissolution at the same concentration.
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substances to be monitored, and broad IR detection of the proposed 
scanner sheet device. This external source–free photo-monitoring 
configuration can be categorized as passive sensing techniques. 
Achievements in this work are inspired by previous methods of gas 
detection in the atmosphere using the broad IR radiation from the 
ground surface (39–42). In this gas detection method, IR detector 
devices continuously capture BBR from the ground, and gas leakages 
and the associated local IR absorption with gas molecules can be 
identified on the basis of signal changes in detector responses. 
While remote gas monitoring satellites are often equipped with 
multiple narrowband photo-detectors to cover wide ranges of short- 
wavelength IR regions, even the use of general photo-thermal 
detectors such as uncooled broadband bolometers functions well 
for fundamental BBR-based passive gas sensing applications in 
long-wavelength IR regions (43). Including the above, conventional 
passive sensing studies have been mainly focused on gas and solid 
targets; however, this work handles liquid configurations.

DISCUSSION
While device design on the stretchable PTE sensor sheet has pro-
moted the BBR-based passive photo-monitoring techniques as was 
intended, further efforts on the following topics potentially accelerate 
developing the scheme presented here. Wireless device driving is 
one of them (fig. S28), for example. Figure S29 demonstrates the 
wireless PTE signal readout of CNT film photo-detectors, providing 
a potential solution for realizing mobile applications, being inde-
pendent of the operating environment. In particular, implementing 
high-operability wireless circuits on stretchable photo-sensor sheets 
would provide a useful combination for various practical situations, 
such as portable all-in-one industrial liquid quality testing and 
long-term noninvasive botanical liquid nutrient monitoring on 
stems or roots. In addition, applications of a roll-to-roll device 
printing (44, 45) are considered to be another key step to further 
functionalize the proposed scheme. Specifically, the subsequent 
large-scale and high-density pixel integration enhances the data 
acquisition efficiency of target physical information and realizes 
real-time massive monitoring. Furthermore, multipoint sensing with 
each pixel channel is expected to lead to functional multimodal 
device driving. Recent progress on multimodal sensing devices 
(46–48) provides increased focus on them, and the proposed device 
potentially enables measuring the multifactor liquid quality, target 
temperature, and physical motion, which are yet to be collective-
ly captured.

In conclusion, this study introduced the nondestructive and 
nonsampling, photo-source–free, and label-free passive on-site 
dynamic in-liquid chemical monitoring approach by simply wrapping 
the mechanically stretchable and freely deformable PTE uncooled 
broadband THz-IR sensor patch sheets around soft flow channels. 
This system combines stretchable electronics, CNT-based materials, 
PTE conversion, BBR-based passive photo-sensing, and spectroscopic 
analysis. The proposed patch sheet collectively satisfies sensitive 
broadband THz-IR photo-detection and optical stability against 
mechanical deformations, being advantageously ranked among 
existing devices (table S1). In addition to relaxing past technical 
difficulties on the liquid quality photo-monitoring, the obtained 
findings also enrich conventional BBR-based passive sensing schemes. 
While previous passive sensing has focused on solid object screening 
or gas leakage detection (49–54) using single-viewpoint rigid cameras, 

this study enables fluidity-inspired free-form in-liquid chemical 
analysis and omnidirectional shape-conformable sensing and imaging. 
These strategies contribute to developing versatile environmental 
testing platforms where the sensor sheets are only being wrapped 
around arbitrary fluid channels for continuously monitoring in-liquid 
chemical parameters.

The presented technology currently handles solutions consisting 
of a single component in terms of the concentration. This method 
potentially facilitates user-friendly and easy-to-operate quality moni-
toring and impurity detection at manufacturing sites of beverages 
(e.g., sugar water) or industrial chemicals (e.g., chlorine bleach), 
medical practice fields (e.g., saline infusion), etc. Meanwhile, selec-
tivity is an essential feature for ubiquitous liquid chemical testing 
purposes including the immediate and sustainable analysis of 
constituents in domestic and industrial wastewater. To achieve 
selectivity with the proposed system, an integration of mechanically 
stretchable and optically tunable broadband filters with the CNT 
film PTE sensor needs to be tackled, as mentioned earlier. This 
strategy would facilitate selective concentration inspections based 
on the peak absorption wavelength information for each chemical 
while maintaining the compactness and simplicity of the entire 
system configuration. Existing broadband tunable filters mainly 
exhibit rigid housing structures, and investigations for demonstrating 
promising stretchable tunable broadband filters are yet to be well 
completed. In other words, a study on stretchable tunable broad-
band filters is a noteworthy topic in broad research fields including 
photonics and flexible and stretchable electronics. Therefore, demon-
strating the above concept and realizing the associated on-site 
dynamic selectivity of nonsampling and label-free passive in-liquid 
chemical concentration evaluations are indispensable steps for 
the next scope. Relatedly, the effective use of lock-in amplifiers is 
thought to enhance the versatility of the proposed technology. This 
work used the thermostatic temperature control system for liquid 
targets to avoid the interference from the room temperature outside 
the flowing channels. The use of lock-in amplifiers then would 
suppress the room temperature interference via periodic oscillations 
between the device and liquid tube, even under the condition that 
the temperatures of the target liquid and outside air are uniform.

In addition to the on-site detection of chemical dissolution 
demonstrated in this work, the presented wrapping passive photo- 
sensing approach would monitor chemical reactions between in-liquid 
chemicals. The broad and high-efficiency THz absorption charac-
teristic of the used semiconducting and metallic mixed-type SWCNT 
film (55) further allows the device usage for fundamental THz moni-
toring applications. In the same way that external THz irradiation 
enables nondestructive remote gas reaction sensing (fig. S30), 
potential example includes hydrolysis of sucrose in acid solvents 
where measurements of reaction heat–induced BBR signals facilitate 
on-site in-liquid chemical reaction monitoring.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Selective suction CNT film patterning
Suction CNT film filtration was performed for the selective channel 
patterning. A semiconducting and metallic mixed-type SWCNT 
solution (Zeon Co.) was dripped on a membrane filter (70 m thick, 
200-nm pore; C020A025A, Advantec Ltd.), which was covered with 
a polyimide (PI) mask (5 m thick; Kapton, Du Pont-Toray Co.), 
and then vacuumed (vacuum pump: MVP015, Pfeiffer Vacuum 
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Technology AG). PI mask was processed with a UV laser ( = 355 nm; 
LWL-3030-T06, Sigma Koki Co.), and the minimum processing 
resolution is 10 m. The typical channel length, channel width, channel 
thickness, and channel pitch are 4 mm, 500 m, 1 m, and 500 m 
for the single-pixel and multipixel device and 3 mm, 100 m, 1 m, 
and 200 m for the multipixel-series-integrated device, respectively.

Chemical carrier doping
Liquid coating chemical doping was used as the carrier injection 
method for CNT film channels. By dripping a mixed dopant of 
KOH aqueous solution (0.5 M; Tokyo Chemical Industry Co. Ltd.) 
and 15-crown 5-ether aqueous solution (0.5  M; Tokyo Chemical 
Industry Co. Ltd.) onto an originally P-type CNT film, the anion 
(K+) is trapped by the crown ether with respect to the freely acting 
cation (OH−) and locally changes to an N-type at the point of appli-
cation. The doping was performed under atmospheric pressure and 
room temperature, and the device can be driven as a photo-sensor 
immediately after drying. Figure S1 (B to D) further depicts the 
corresponding experimental conditions.

Stretchable PTE sensor sheet design
To fabricate stretchable PTE sensor sheets, selectively suction- 
filtered CNT film channels were first transferred onto a thin PU 
substrate (8 m thick; Silklon, NES85SW, Okura Industrial Co.) via 
a double-sided adhesive PI tape (80 m thick; Scotch92, 3M Japan 
Ltd.). The stiffened area, located beneath the channel, was then 
formed across the thin PU substrate. Epoxy resin (ET, Devcon Ltd.) 
was printed on different types of PU substrate (70 m thick; 
Ecellent, SHM101-PUR, Sheedom Co.) with a mask, with an aperture 
of 7  mm ×  3.5  mm ×  0.1  mm volume and cured for 1 hour at 
60°C. For the elastic electrode, composite paste (SX-ECA, Cemedine 
Co.) was used. The conducting paste was printed on the thin PU 
substrate with a 0.1-mm-thick mask and annealed for 30 min at 
100°C. The annealed stretchable electrode gave a volume electric 
resistivity of 1.1 × 10−4 ohm·cm. After the chemical carrier doping 
onto the CNT film channels, the described device structure was 
covered with another thin PU film and sealed at 100°C. Last, the 
device conduction can be obtained by applying the stretchable 
conducting paste through holes and the device annealing. For 
evaluating the adhesion strength of the epoxy stiffener, cellulose 
tape (Nichiban Co.) was used.

Stretchable substrate and electrode
A tensile tester (EZ Test, Shimadzu Co.) was used to evaluate the 
electrical resistance stability of PU substrate–elastic electrode 
composites against repetitive stretching. The stretching speed of target 
substrates and electrodes was set at 60 mm/min. The resistance value 
signals were continuously recorded on a digital multimeter 34461A, 
Keysight Technologies Inc.

PTE response against mechanical deformations
Here, the photo-response stability of the proposed PTE sensor sheet 
against mechanical deformations was investigated, including stretch-
ing and vacuum crumpling. For device stretching, the device was 
connected to a multiplexer data logger (34980A-34923A/T, Keysight 
Technologies Inc.) and digital stepping motors (Motorized Stage, 
Sigma Koki Co.). Operating conditions of the data logger were set as 
follows: scan resolution of 100 nV and scan speed of 10 Hz. The 
minimum stepping resolution of the digital stage is 500 nm, and a 

scan step was set at 100 m here. Figure S13A schematically depicts 
the measurement setup of the device stretching. PTE response 
signals induced by external photo-irradiation were continuously 
recorded on the multiplexer data logger, while both ends of the 
device were fixed to two stepping motor stages along the stretching 
direction. Stretching scan speed was set at 1 mm/s. In addition, PTE 
measurements were performed by synchronously controlling the 
multiplexer data logger and digital stepping motor using LabVIEW 
programs and General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB) cables.

Figure S13D shows the measurement setup for device crumpling. 
The proposed device was fixed to an aperture chamber, and PTE 
response signals induced by external photo-irradiation were con-
tinuously recorded on the digital data logger, while the device was 
consistently crumpled by using the aforementioned vacuum pump.

FEM simulation of strain distribution
To understand the elastic behavior of the stiffened area of the PU 
substrate, a 3D linear FEM analysis was performed with Siemens 
NX 10.0.3.5. As the design is symmetric, only a quarter of the design 
has to be modeled. The top view is shown in fig. S6A. Symmetry 
constraints were applied on the left and bottom polygon edge. 
Furthermore, a displacement of 3.5 mm was applied on the right 
polygon edge to apply a strain of 50% to the whole structure (74% of 
the unsupported part, i.e., substrate without stiffener). Tetra 10 
elements, pyramid-shaped elements with 10 nodes, were used with 
mesh size of 26.8 and 45.9 m to model the stiffener and substrate, 
respectively. This resulted in a model with 530,501 elements and 
868,156 nodes. Young’s modulus and Poisson ratio of the epoxy stiffener 
were set to 3 GPa and 0.33, respectively (56–58). Young’s modulus 
and Poisson ratio of the PU substrate were set to 6.3 MPa and 0.48, 
respectively (59, 60). Although large deformations were applied in 
the simulations, a linear FEM analysis was conducted to reduce the 
calculation time from days to minutes; this was necessary because of 
the large number of elements. Stiffener topologies are depicted in 
fig. S6B. Figure 1C shows the strain field of the analysis. The red 
squares in the figure represent the modeled part. The figure indicates 
that the strain in the top surface just above the stiffener is virtually 0. 
The surface strain then increases from the center to the edge in 
the stiffener while increasing significantly outside of the stiffener.

FEM simulation of steady-state thermal distribution
ANSYS software was used for the steady-state thermal analysis to 
investigate the heat distribution and temperature gradient in the 
channel during photo-absorption and to clarify the associated behav-
iors of the proposed multipixel-series-integrated PTE sensor sheet. 
Heat flows were applied to analysis models based on the assumption 
that CNT films are efficient at photo-absorption. By setting the 
thermophysical property value of the CNT film channel and the elec-
trode, the following heat conduction equation was solved using FEM

   C   ∂ T ─ ∂ t   = k (      ∂   2  ─ 
∂  x   2 

   +    ∂   2  ─ 
∂  y   2 

   +    ∂   2  ─ 
∂  z   2 

   )  T + Q   (1)

Here, , C, k, T, and Q are the density, heat capacity, thermal 
conductivity, absolute temperature, and total heat flow, respectively 
(55). The thermophysical property values of the CNT film are as 
follows: k, 10 W/mK (23); emissivity , 0.9 (calculated from Kirchhoff’s 
law of thermal radiation:  = absorptivity ). The outside tempera-
ture was set to a constant 295 K.
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FEM simulation of TE conversion
TE analysis (ANSYS software) was used to further investigate 
behaviors of the proposed multipixel-series-integrated PTE sensor 
sheet. Calculation of the photo-induced voltage signals is based on 
the typical Seebeck effect, and fig. S15A presents a simplified TE 
conversion analysis model. In addition to the thermophysical 
conditions mentioned earlier, Seebeck coefficient and electrical 
conductivity of CNT films were respectively set as follows (23): 
38 V/K and 1.51 × 103 Scm−1 for undoped CNT films and −33 V/K 
and 2.05 × 103 Scm−1 for doped CNT films.

Multipixel PTE signal readout
Photo-induced direct current-voltage response signals of the 
multipixel CNT film PTE sensor array sheet were recorded on the 
aforementioned multiplexer data logger. Up to eight terminal blocks 
can be mounted on one multiplexer data logger, and there can be up to 
80 elements per terminal block. The scan resolution for the multipixel 
readout is 100 nV, the same as the condition for the single-pixel 
readout. The multipixel readout speed, which exhibits trade-off with 
the scan resolution, was set at 50 channels/s. Regardless of the num-
ber of pixels, photo-sensor sheets were directly connected with 
the multiplexer data logger without passing through an amplifier.

Single-pixel XY imaging
To obtain the transmissive 2D images using a single-pixel CNT film 
PTE sensor sheet (Fig. 4, F and H), the device was connected to a 
digital data logger. Imaging objects were attached to a two-axis 
moving stage consisting of a combination of two of the aforemen-
tioned one-axis stepping motors. The photo-response at each point 
was recorded on the digital data logger while controlling the XY 
position of imaging objects at every 100 m. The stepping scan 
speed was set at 1 mm/s.

3D imaging
The aperture module, the outer shell of the target, and the inner 
column in Fig. 5 (E to I) were respectively prepared by using a 
3D printer (Value3D Magix MF-2500EP II, Mutoh Industries Ltd.). 
Each model was designed on 3D CAD software (Autodesk Tinkercad). 
The minimum processing accuracy was 50 m in the XY axis and 
100 m in the Z axis. Polylactic acid was used for the printing resins. 
The size of each component was as follows: aperture, 25 mmφ and 
40 mm in height; outer shell, 22 mmφ (outer), 20 mmφ (inner), and 
100 mm in height; and inner column, 10 mmφ and 100 mm in height. 
Here, a 36-pixel CNT film PTE sensor array sheet was attached to 
the inner surface of the aperture. The inside and outside diameters 
of a soft rubber liquid circulation tube are 3 and 5 mm, respectively.

The portable 360° around-view PTE imager was connected to a 
Z-axis stepping motor and the aforementioned multiplexer data 
logger. After inserting the target column to the imager, module 
scanning was performed at every 100 m for a total distance of 
35 mm. The 3D structure in the XYZ space (XY, plane coordinates 
of each pixel; Z, scan distance) was reconstructed on the basis of the 
CAD design. Then, a 4D diagram was coordinated by referring to 
the obtained BBR-based passive PTE response signals at each pixel.

Thermal durability and optical stability evaluation of  
CNT film PTE sensors
A digital programmable hotplate (1-7565-01 Digital Hot Plate To 
430°C, HP-1SA, AS ONE Co.) was used. Photo-response signals of 

the proposed CNT film PTE sensor sheet were continuously 
recorded on the multiplexer data logger during device annealing. 
A NIR LED was mounted on the digital stepping motor and sus-
pended above the channel. To avoid heat damage, the LED was kept 
away from the hotplate except for the timing of photo-response 
measurements.

Photo-sources
Four types of photo-sources were used, namely, a frequency multi-
plier in the THz band ( = 577 m, 4-mmφ-collimated irradiation, 
520- to 532-GHz Custom Modular Tx-Transmitter, Virginia Diodes 
Inc.), a gas laser in the far-IR (FIR) band ( = 10.3 m, 20-mmφ- 
collimated irradiation/1-mmφ-fiber irradiation, CO2 Laser L4, 
Access Laser Co.), a quantum cascade laser in the Mid-Infrared 
MIR) band ( = 4.34 m, 5-mmφ-collimated irradiation, DFB-CW 
QCLs with built-in lens L12004-2310H-E, Hamamatsu Photonics 
K.K.), and a LED in the NIR band ( = 870 nm, 5-mmφ-collimated 
irradiation, L12170, Hamamatsu Photonics K.K.). A conical horn 
antenna was attached to the frequency multiplier, and collimation 
lenses were built into other photo-sources.

Noise equivalent power evaluation
NEP determines the photo-detection sensitivity of CNT film PTE 
sensors based on the following equation (55)

  NEP =    V  Noise   ─  V  Sensitivity     =    √ 
_

 4  k  B   TR   ─  S  Eff   × ∆ T   ×  P  Eff     (2)

Here, VNoise, VSensitivity, kB, T, R, SEff, T, and PEff are the noise 
voltage spectral density, normalized photo-induced PTE voltage 
response, Boltzmann constant, absolute temperature, electrical resis-
tance, effective Seebeck coefficient (SP-CNT film − SN-CNT film), photo- 
induced thermal gradient in the channel, and effective power of the 
light irradiation on the photo-detection interface, respectively.

Liquid temperature, viscosity, and flow position monitoring
For the liquid temperature, viscosity, and flow position monitoring 
measurements, a 10-mmφ and 2-mm-thick PVC pipe was prepared. 
A 100-m-thick silicon rubber layer was attached to the proposed 
CNT film PTE sensor sheet, and the space above the CNT film was 
hollow so that direct contact between the channel region and the 
outer surface of the pipe could be avoided. The pipe was partially 
covered with the device, and target liquids were poured inside the 
pipe using a pipette. To prepare a dilatant liquid, a digital programma-
ble heating magnet stirrer [1-2945-01 Hot Stirrer (Digital), HSH-
1D, AS ONE Co.] was used. The temperature of the 500-ml solvent 
water was set to a constant 50°C, and 50 g of potato starch was 
dissolved at a stirring speed of 1000 rpm. The liquid volume for 
each measurement shown in Fig. 5 (B to D) was 10 ml.

Solution concentration monitoring
To perform the solution concentration monitoring measurements, a 
digital flow rate controllable diaphragm pump (Corrosion Resistant 
Diaphragm Quantitative Pump 20 ml/min, 1-5312-22, FEM1.02TT.18S, 
KNF Co.) was used. The target liquid was continuously and thermo-
statically heated and stirred with a water bath stirrer (Isothermal 
Stirrer Bath KS-1N, 1-3903-11, AS ONE Co.) under a heating tem-
perature of 40°C and a stirring speed of 1200 rpm. Soft tubes of the 
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digital pump were fixed in the solution container, and the liquid 
circulation was constantly controlled. The flow rate and pumping 
frequency were set at 20 ml/min and 3 Hz. The tube was covered 
with the proposed stretchable PTE sensor sheet under the same 
condition as that mentioned in the previous section.

THz time-domain spectroscopy
THz time-domain spectroscopy (TAS7x00TS, Advantest Co.) was 
used to measure the absorbance spectrum and evaluate the trans-
parency of the PU sealing mask in the THz frequency region. The 
THz pulse with a frequency bandwidth of 0.5 to 7 THz was emitted 
from a Cherenkov-type THz wave generator using a nonlinear optical 
crystal (LiNbO3) waveguide and used to irradiate a target sample. 
The transmitted pulse was guided and focused onto the photo-
conductive antenna (PC detector) mounted on a hyper-hemispherical 
silicon lens. The transmission/absorption spectrum was measured 
under a time resolution of 2 fs, a frequency resolution of 3.8 GHz, 
and a scan range of 262 ps.

FTIR spectroscopy
FTIR (IRAffinity-1S, Shimadzu Co.) was used to measure the 
transmission/absorbance spectrum for the BBR-based passive photo- 
monitoring of solution concentrations and to evaluate the transparency 
of the PU sealing mask in the IR frequency region. The spectrum 
measurements were performed by the ATR method. Target samples 
for the ATR measurements were prepared under the same condi-
tions as those for the BBR-based passive photo-monitoring experi-
ments. The wave number bandwidth of the ATR-FTIR ranges from 
7800 to 350 cm−1, and wave number resolution is 0.5 cm−1. In the 
obtained spectrum, peak values, such as 2400 cm−1 in Fig. 6G, can be 
observed repeatedly regardless of the target samples. It is considered 
that this is an equipment-derived spike noise and that it does not 
originate from the target samples.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at https://science.org/doi/10.1126/
sciadv.abm4349
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